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Chapter I 

Robots are nothing new to us. We can often see them in the real world, 
science fiction movies or cartoons. They all have extraordinary powers and skills. 
Then what is an open-source robot? How to control this kind of robot? In this 
chapter, we will offer a detailed introduction covering:

Open-source robots are applied to scientific research and teaching. They 
are mainly characterized by the openness of their hardware and software, which 
can significantly facilitate the technical exchanges and secondary development 
by robot technology developers.

An open-source robot is composed of two parts: software and hardware. 
WeeeBot mini robot is a classic open-source robot. Its hardware is a wheeled 
robot as shown in Figure 1-1, which consists of a body model built with 
aluminum alloy plates, sensors, colorful LED matrix panels, a full-featured 
mainboard, wheels matched with the motor, and a battery box for power supply. 
The software is WeeeCode, which is a robot programming software developed 
by WEEEMAKE based on MIT Scratch 2.0 open-source software. The software 
interface is shown in Figure 1-2.

Concept of open-source robots

Hardware and software of WeeeBot mini robots

Methods to run robot program

Default modes of robots

Learn about Open-Source Robot

Open-source robots

Figure 1-2Figure 1-1
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Chapter I 

The components of the WeeeBot mini robot are very similar to the structure 
of our human body, and each part plays a vital role, as shown in

WeeeCode can be downloaded and installed easily on computers. Please 
visit website weeemake.com, and select Download shown in Figure 1-5.

Double-click to start WeeeCode. We can see the interface shown in Figure 
1-6. The interface contains seven zones: stage, sprites pane , block palette, 
scripts area, tab, toolbar and cursor area. WeeeCode software not only inherits 
all the features of Scratch, but also adds the electronic module instruction - 
"Robot" category as shown in Figure 1-7. This module contains many blocks 
that can control the robot. Let’s quickly go through these seven zones!The brain is one of the most important organs of human beings. Similarly, 

the mainboard is the most important part in the structure of a robot. Next, let’s 
learn about the composition of the mainboard shown in Figure 1-4.

Motor port: connect to motors.

USB port: connect to computer via USB cable to upload programs.

RJ11 port: connect to commonly used sensors such as line-following sensor 

module, LED matrix panel module and RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor.

Power switch: turn on/off power.

Robot       Human                                Function

Mainboard      Brain Receive and process information from outside, 
and give command to body.

Link every part of body to form a whole system.

Make body move.

Supply power.

Receive information

Heart

Neuron

Battery

Sensors
Figure 1-5

Figure 1-6 Figure 1-7

WeeeBot mini robot Software introduction - WeeeCode

Motor port

USB portPower switch

RJ11 port

Figure 1-4

Figure 1-3
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1. Stage：Normally the stage is 480x360 pixels. It is the place where the 
sprites move, draw and interact. Imagine the stage as a coordinate system, the 
coordinates of the stage center point are x: 0 and y: 0, then the range of the 
stage length is -240 to 240, and the range of width is -180 to 180, as shown in 
Figure 1-8.

2. Sprites pane:In the current project, the names and thumbnails of all 
sprites are displayed in the sprite zone. A new project contains a white stage 
and an elephant sprite by default, as shown in Figure 1-9.

Each sprite has its own scripts, looks, and sounds. There are two ways to 
view them: one is to click on the sprite’s thumbnail in the sprite zone, and the 
other is to double-click a sprite in the stage. Currently selected sprite will be 
displayed in a blue frame in the sprite zone. When a sprite is selected, we only 
need to switch in the tab to access its scripts, looks, and sounds. The tab will be 
explained in detail later. If you right-click on the sprite’s thumbnail, you will 
see the menu shown in Figure 1-10.

图1-8

Figure 1-10

Next, let’s take a look at the features above the stage:
①Programs can be started by clicking the Green Flag button.
②Programs can be stopped by clicking the STOP button.
③Stage size will be normal or small size.
④All scripts and programming tools will be hidden, and the stage will be 

enlarged to full screen when the Full-screen Mode is enabled.

Figure 1-9

④Full-screen mode

①Green flag

②Stop sign ③Stage size
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Move the sprite in the stage, and carefully observe the 
coordinates (x, y) of the sprite. If the sprite exceeds the edge of 
the stage, what will happen to the coordinates? When we 
switch to Full-screen mode, what changes will happen to the 
stage? If we want to exit the Full-screen mode, we can click the 
icon        in the upper left corner or press ESC.

Have a try 1-1

Stage thumbnail

Choose sprite from library

Paint new sprite

Upload sprite from file

Sprite thumbnail

Use these buttons to create 
a new backdrop.

Select radom sprite

Create a new copy of the sprite that contains 
the same scripts, looks and sounds.
Delete the sprite from the project.

Save the sprite to local file.



Click the icon      in the upper left corner of the sprite thumbnail to view the 
sprite information, as shown in Figure 1-11. The sprite information includes the 
name, coordinates (x, y), direction, rotation style, visible state of the sprite, and 
whether it can be dragged in player or not. Let’s briefly introduce each option 
below.  

Figure 1-11

3. Block palette:In block palette, 
categories of blocks are color-coded and 
can be clicked to bring up a new set of 
blocks that can be dragged into the 
scripting area to program a sprite or the 
stage. Blocks in WeeeCode are divided 
into ten categories: Motion, Looks, 
Sound, Events, Control, Sensing, 
Operators, Variables, My Blocks, and 
Robots. Different categories are marked 
with different colors so that a block can 
be quickly found. Let’s take a closer look 
at the block palette shown in Figure 1-12.

Figure 1-12

You can try clicking on a block. For example, when you click on the block 
“move 10 steps” in the “Motion” category, the sprite will move 10 steps on the 

stage. Click the block again and the sprite will continue to move forward by 10 
steps.

Some blocks require one or more inputs (commonly known as parameters) 
that tell the blocks more details. For example, the number 10 in the “move 10 
steps” block just is a parameter. There are many ways to modify the 
parameters, as shown in Figure 1-13.

1.The edit box can modify the name of the sprite.

       2.The values of x and y indicate the coordinates of the sprite on the stage. 
When the sprite is dragged, these values will also change.

       3.The direction of the sprite indicates in which direction the sprite will 
move, and dragging the blue arrow will rotate the sprite.

       4.There are three rotation options: Rotate All Around, Turn Left or Right, and 
Do Not Rotate. These options control how the sprite is displayed when the 
sprite changes its direction.

On the right side of the sprite zone shown in Figure 1-9, we can see the 
thumbnail of the stage. The stage also has its own scripts, backdrops, and 
sounds. The backdrop refers to the image of the stage. New scratch project will 
contain an all-white backdrop by default. You can add new backdrops through 
the four buttons below the stage thumbnail. Click on the thumbnail of the 
stage, you can view and edit the scripts, backdrops, and sounds associated with 
it.

Tab selected (highlighted).

There are ten categories at the left part of  
the block palette. You can click on different 
categories to view different blocks.

The right part of the block palette are the blocks of
 currently selected category.

Figure 1-13

Have a try 1-2

Try using the buttons in the sprite zone and add some 
sprites to the current project.

The first way is: input the number directly. Taking the block “move 10 
steps” as an example, you can just click on the white box where the number 10 
is located, and then input a new number. For example, input 30 into the white 
box shown in Figure 1-13. 
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How to copy the codes of the current sprite to another sprite? We only 
need to drag the current sprite’s codes to the thumbnail of another sprite in 
the sprites pane.

4. Scripts area：In order to make the robot or sprite move, we need to write 
programs for the sprite. Before we start programming, we shall first select the 
corresponding sprite or stage, then drag blocks from the block palette to the 
scripts area, and finally snap them together. If a block is highlighted in white 
when dragged to the scripts area, it indicates that the current block can form an 
effective link with another block, as shown in Figure 

The second way is: choose a parameter from a drop-down selector. Taking 
the block “point in direction 90°” as an example, you can click the input box to 
open the drop-down selector, from which you can select one as a parameter. 
This block is special because it has a white input box ( just like the first way), so 
you can also input a number as a parameter in the white input box.

The third way is: choose a parameter from a drop-down box. Taking the 
block “point towards...” for example, you can only choose a value from the 
drop-down box.

Figure 1-14

Highlighted in white

Now, click any block in the scripts area to make it run. The 
yellow border indicates that the codes are running, as shown in 
the codes on the right side of the figure above. When the 
program is running, we can find that the sprite will turn upside 
down when it has touched the edge of the stage. However, if we 
modify its rotation style to “Turn Left or Right” in the sprite 
zone, the sprite will not turn upside down on the same 
circumstance. If we want to stop the codes, we can click once 
on any block of the codes.

Select sprite “M-Elephant”. 
Write the following codes. The 

“repeat” block is in the 
“Control” category. The “next 

costume” block is in the 
“Looks” category, and the other 

blocks are all in the “Motion” 
category.

Have a try 1-3

Have a try 1-4

Add a new sprite in the project. Use the method mentioned above 
to drag the codes of the original sprite to the thumbnail of the 
new sprite. Note: It can be copied successfully only when you 
hover over the thumbnail of the new sprite. After copying 
successfully, check if the same codes are included in the “Code” 
tab of the new sprite.

Select the tab “Code”, then the code scripts area will appear on the left 
side of the software interface, which has been explained in detail above. Select 
the tab “Costumes”, then the costume list will appear on the left side of the 
software interface. In the “Costumes” tab, you can change the looks of the 
sprite by changing the costumes of the sprite.

Select sprite “M-Elephant”, then click on the “Costumes” tab. As shown in 
Figure 1-16, the sprite has two costumes. The highlighted costume represents 
the currently selected one.

Figure 1-15

5. Tab：The tab includes the following tabs: Code, Costumes and Sounds. A 
tab will be highlighted when it is selected, as shown in Figure 1-15.

Figure 1-16

Highlighted
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Graphic editor

Use these buttons to 
create a new costume.

Modify the contents of the 
text box to change the name 
of the current costume.

Currently selected costume
 will be highlighted.

Click      to delete the costume.



Right-click on the thumbnail of the costume, you will see a menu, which 
contains three options: Duplicate, Delete and Save to local file. If the option 

“Duplicate” is selected, a new identical costume will be created. If the option 
“Delete” is selected, the current right-selected costume will be deleted. If the 

option “Delete and Save to local file” is selected, the current right-selected 
costume will be saved to local file. Then, it can be imported into other projects.

Through the drawing editor, you can create or edit costumes and 
backdrops. Putting the mouse on each button will show the function of the 
button. There is no detailed explanation here.

Sprites can play sounds in addition to scripts and costumes, which will 
make your program vivid. Select the tab “Sounds”, then the sound editing zone 
will appear on the right side of the software interface, as shown in Figure 1-17.

We usually only use the top three buttons:

①Choose sound from library.

②Record new sound (if there is a microphone in the computer). 

③Upload sound from file (MP3 or WAV files).

Figure 1-17

6. Toolbar:In the toolbar, we can see eight menu: Language, File, Edit, 
Connect, Boards, Codeand Help, as shown in Figure 1-18. Each button contains 
a drop-down menu of corresponding functions, which we will learn later.

①

②

③

Figure 1-18
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7. Cursor area：As shown in Figure 1-19, the cursor area contains three 
options: small stage, normal stage, ful screen. These buttons can be used to 
control the stage size.

Figure 1-19
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第一章

1. Online mode：
①Connect the USB cable. Click on the “Not Connect” button on the 

toolbar, and select the serial port of the USB, as shown in Figure 1-21.
 

Figure 1-21

Figure 1-20

If we want to control the stage or the sprite, we can operate them directly 
by running programs. If we want to control a robot, we need to transfer the 
program to the mainboard of the robot.

If we want to transfer the program to the robot, we shall first use a USB 
cable to connect the computer and the robot, as shown in Figure 1-20. There 
are two ways to run the control program of robots: one is the online mode. As 
the name suggests, this mode requires the robots to be connected to the 
computer via a USB cable to run the programs. However, in this mode, we can 
immediately run the modified program and immediately see the effect of the 
program running; the other is the offline mode. In this mode, the robot can run 
the program without connecting to the computer. However, each time the 
program is modified, it is necessary to re-upload the program to run the 
program. Now, we will explain in detail how these two modes operate.

How to run programs
②Click on the “Boards” button, and select WEEEMAKE ELF mini, as shown 

in Figure 1-22.

③ Click on the “Restore Firmware” button, and select “Online Firmware”. If 
you see “Upload success”, as shown in Figure 1-23, it means that the robot is in 
online programming mode.

④Write and run a program. We can see the performance result of the 
program directly on the robot.

Figure 1-22

Figure 1-23

2. Offline mode:
① Connect the USB cable. Click on the “Not Connect” button on the 

toolbar, and select the serial port of the USB, as shown in Figure 1-24.

②Click on the “Boards” button, and select WEEEMAKE ELF mini, as shown 
in Figure 1-25.

Figure 1-24
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⑤Click on the “Upload program to board” button. If you see “Upload 
success”, it means that the program is uploaded to mainboard.

⑥Unplug the USB cable, turn on the power switch, and then robot can run 
offline.

④Click on the “Code” button on the toolbar, then you can see the 
generated offline codes on the right side of the software interface, as shown in 
Figure 1-27.

Modify the program parameter, as shown below. Run the program, 
view the running result of the program again, and experience the 
advantages of the online mode.

Write the following program. Upload the generated offline codes 
to the mainboard. Start the robot to view the effects of the 
program, and experience the advantages of offline programming.

        ③Drag the blocks of motor to the scripts area from the block palette.
 Then drag the block “Generate Code” and put it on the top of the block 
stack, as shown in Figure 1-26. The “Generate Code” block can make the 
block stack generate offline codes.

Figure 1-25

Figure 1-26

Figure 1-27

Have a try 1-6

Have a try 1-7

Have a try 1-5

Write and run the following program online, then check the 
running result of the program.

1615
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Summary

In the WeeeBot mini robot, we have set some programs for it and uploaded 
the factory program to the robot. Let’s take a look at what it can do!

After uploading the robot’s factory program to the robot, we can use a 
remote controller to control the robot, as shown in Figure 1-28. Note: 

 If you want to use an APP to control the robot, you can download 
WeeeMake APP on App store or weeemake.com/cn. Then, open Bluetooth of 
your mobile phone and put it near the robot, as shown in Figure 1-29. When the 
bulb of the Bluetooth module changes from “flashing” to “normally on”, it 
indicates that the mobile phone has successfully connected to the robot. After 
that, you can use the APP to control the robot, as shown in Figure 1-30.

In this chapter, we have learned what an open-source robot is, the 
representative of the open-source robot - WeeeBot mini robot, the hardware 
and software components of the robot, how to run programs on the robot, and 
the default mode of the robot. So far, you have mastered the basics of 
controlling the robot. In the following chapters, we will gradually grasp the 
control of the robot hardware module and gradually improve your programming 
ability.

Figure 1-28

Figure 1-29

Once you see "upload successfully", 
the LED car lights will be flashing.

Manual Mode
Forward

Sprint Mode

Turn right

8 Circle Mode

1-9 set speed

Line-following Mode

Obstacle-avoidance Mode

Wheelie Mode
Turn left

Switch Light

Backward

6. Switch Light Mode: when the robot enters this mode for the first time, 
the color of the RGB LED starts to change, and the second time it enters 
this mode, the color of the RGB LED is determined.

7. 8 Circle Mode: the left and right wheels of the robot will turn in turns, 
making the robot run a route like a number 8.

1. Manual Mode: press the arrow keys on the remote controller, we can 
control the movement of the robot in all directions.

2. Obstacle-avoidance Mode: the robot can move forward while 
continuously detecting whether there is any obstacle in the way. If there is 
any obstacle, it will automatically turn and avoid. 

3. Line-following Mode: open the configured map and place the robot on 
a black line map, it will move to follow the black line.

4. Wheelie Mode: press the arrow keys on the remote controller, and the 
robot will move at a faster speed.

5. Sprint Mode: press the arrow keys on the remote controller, and the 
robot will move at the fastest speed.

Default mode of WeeeBot mini robot

Figure 1-30

In the Manual Mode, the Wheelie Mode and the Sprint Mode, 
press the “1-9” buttons of the remote controller respectively. The 

“1-9” buttons can adjust the robot’s movement speed. The 
bigger the number is, the faster the speed is. The robot did not 
emit a sound when the “0” button was pressed, indicating that 
we did not set any function on the “0” button.

Have a try 1-8
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Chapter II
LED car light Traffic lights are an important guarantee for maintaining traffic order, traffic 

safety and smoothness, as shown in Figure 2-1. Therefore, the color choice of 
traffic lights has certain scientific principles. So why are red, yellow, and green 
colors used as the colors of signal lights?

The reason is that the adoption of the three colors of red, yellow, and green 
is based on the optical principle. Red light has a strong ability to penetrate the 
air, and is more noticeable than other colors, so it is treated as the signal of “no 
entry”; yellow light has a relatively stronger ability to penetrate the air, so it is 
regarded as a warning signal; the reason why the green light is chosen as the 
signal of “passable” is that, the difference between red color and green color is 
the greatest, and it is easy to distinguish between the two.

Figure 2-1

This chapter will introduce how to use the LED car light to make the car 
lights of the robot flash, including:

Design principle of traffic lights

LED car light

Design principle of traffic lights
Blocks of the LED car light
How to make cool LED car lights

2019
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The LED car light is located at the position shown in Figure 2-2 of the 
WeeeBot mini mainboard. In the “Robot” category, we can find the blocks of 
the LED car light, as shown in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4.

This chapter is about how to complete a programming project for cool LED 
car lights, which can make a robot cooler by controlling its LED car lights to 
flash. Now, we will complete this project by following two steps.

First of all, write the program shown in Figure 2-5 to turn on the car lights in 
all four directions of the robot, and then write the program shown in Figure 2-6 
to turn off the car lights in all four directions of the robot.

Stack the first two small 
programs. Add the “wait...secs” block 
and nest them in the loop structure to 
keep the car lights flashing. The 
program is shown in Figure 2-7.

At this point, the programming 
project for cool car lights has been 
completed. Run the program and we 
can see the car lights flashing.

In this chapter, we have learned the design principle of traffic lights, how to 
use the blocks of the LED car light, and how to write programs to make the car 
lights flash. After learning this chapter, we have been able to skillfully use the 
LED car light to turn on/off car lights. Use your imagination and let the flashing 
of the robot’s car lights cooler!

Step 1: turn the LED car lights on/off

Step 2: make the car lights flash

Figure 2-5 Figure 2-6

Blocks of the LED car light

Summary Figure 2-7

Figure 2-3

Figure 2-4

LED car lights 

Front LED (Yellow LED x2) Back LED (Yellow LED x2, Red LED x2)
Figure 2-2

Select the LED to control.

Select turn on or turn off Led

Make cool LED car lights

Have a try 2-1
Write and run the following program 
online. Observe the performance of 
the program, and enhance the 
understanding of the blocks of the 
LED car light.

Note:
the front LED module is combined with the RGB module and the RGB IR 

Obstacle Avoidance Sensor, which is called IR obstacle avoidance sensor. In this 
section, we will learn the function of the LED car light first, and then we will 
learn its RGB function and obstacle avoidance function. The back LED module is 
connected to the mainboard, so no port selection is required.

2221
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Select the port for LED module, and default port is Port B. 
If the wiring position has been changed, the port shall also 
be modified accordingly.

Select turn on or turn off Led

Select the LED to control.



Chapter III
RGB Module

We always find a rainbow near a waterfall, or in the sky after rain. Rainbow 
consists of seven colors, and the colors always appear in the same order: red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet, as shown in Figure 3-1.

This is because the colorless and transparent sunlight is a mixture of seven 
color lights: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. They all have 
their own colors, but when mixed together, they became colorless and 
transparent white light. When the white light obliquely shines into water (or 
other transparent matter) in one direction, the direction of propagation will 
deflect. However, water (or other transparent matter) has different degrees of 
deflection for different color lights, so the originally mixed color lights are 
separated to form a rainbow, as shown in Figure 3-2.

Since white light can be decomposed and synthesized, can these seven 
color lights also be decomposed or synthesized? Scientist Newton, through 
constant experiments and calculations, concluded  that only the three color 
lights - red, green and blue - cannot be decomposed in the seven color lights, 
and that the other four color lights can be formed by mixing the three color 
lights in different proportions. Therefore, red, green and blue are called 

“three-primary colors”, as shown in Figure 3-3.

This chapter will tell you how to use the RGB module to make the robot’s 
“eyes” shine, including:

Origin of the three-primary colors

Origin of the three-primary colors
Blocks of the RGB module
Color matching rules of RGB
Make a rainbow color light

Figure 3-1 Figure 3-2 Figure 3-3

RGB Module
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Chapter III

Blocks of the RGB module

The RGB module is located at the position shown in Figure 3-4 of the 
WeeeBot mini robot. The module can emit different colors through the control 
of blocks. In the “Robot” category, we can find the blocks of the RGB module, as 
shown in Figure 3-5.

Observe the difference in colors displayed by the 
RGB module after the two programs are running, 
and enhance the understanding of the color control 
of RGB blocks.

Figure 3-6

Figure 3-7

If we want to quickly know the RGB value of a certain color, we can use the 
paint software on the computer to know the RGB values that make up each 
color. First of all, press the keyboard windows + r to open the command editing 
function, then enter “mspaint.exe”, as shown in Figure 3-6, and then the paint 
software can be open, as shown in Figure 3-7.

Color matching rules of RGB

Write and run the following program online. Observe the 
performance of the program.

Have a try 3-1

Modify program parameters, as shown below. Rerun the 
program. Observe the performance of the program.

2625

Figure 3-4

Figure 3-5

RGB module

Select the port of RGB module, and the default 
port is Port B. If the wiring position has been
 changed, the port shall also be modified accordingly.

Select the LED to control

Change the value to show 
different colors.



Make a rainbow color light
Figure 3-8

Figure 3-9 Figure 3-10

In this chapter, we will complete a programming project for a rainbow color 
light. The project is inspired by the seven colors of the rainbow. We achieve 
brilliant changes in color by controlling the RGB module to display different 
colors per second. Now, we will complete this project in following two steps.

First of all, use the reference program shown in Figure 3-10 to adjust online 
the RGB values corresponding to the seven rainbow colors—red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, indigo, and violet, respectively. Then, stack the blocks of each color 
adjusted and nest them in the loop structure. The program is shown in Figure 
3-11.

Click “Edit Color” in the upper right corner of the paint software, and the 
interface shown in Figure 3-8 will appear. In the Red, Green, and Blue boxes at 
the bottom right, we can change the value of each color, of which the range is 
0-255. We can also see the color generated by the three colors in the color 
display box.

We can also select an approximate color directly in the color menu, and 
drag the color bar to adjust the specific color. If the color is determined in the 
color display box, the RGB value of the color can be obtained in the Red, Green, 
and Blue boxes, as shown in Figure 3-9.

Color menu Color bar

Step 1: adjust the RGB values corresponding to the seven colors 
of the rainbow

Color display box Red, Green and Blue boxes

Enter 100, 100, 100 and 255, 255, 255 respectively in the Red, 
Green, and Blue boxes of the paint software, and observe the 
color difference.
Enter 60, 30, 0 and 20, 60, 0 respectively in the Red, Green, and 
Blue boxes of the paint software, and observe the color 
difference.
From the above practice, we can get the color matching rules of 
RGB: 1. White color can be obtained by mixing these three 
colors at the same value. 2. When the three colors are mixed in 
an equal ratio, the color does not change, but the larger the 
value of the mixed color is, the brighter the color. (The equal 
ratio means that the ratio between numbers is equal, such as 
1:2 and 2:4, and the latter number is twice as much as the 
previous number.)

Have a try 3-2
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Chapter IV 
Buzzer Module

At this point, the programming project for a rainbow color light has been 
completed. Run the program and we can clearly see that the RGB module 
cyclically changes seven colors.

Figure 3-11

Figure 3-12

Run the program in Figure 3-11. We can see that the color changes of the 
RGB modules are too fast to be seen clearly. So, we need to add a “wait...secs” 
block between these blocks for color changes. The modified program is shown 
in Figure 3-12.

Step 2: add a “wait...secs” block between the blocks for color changes

In this chapter, we have learned the origin of the three-primary colors, how 
to use the blocks of the RGB module and the color matching rules of RGB, and 
how to write programs to control the RGB module to change colors constantly. 
After learning this chapter, we have been able to  use the RGB module match 
various colors skillfully. Play your imagination and let the robot’s “eyes” shine!

Summary
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Blocks of buzzer module

Figure 4-2

Figure 4-1

Buzzer

Control the tone of the sound. C - B stand for
 do - si, 3 - 5 stand for bass - high pitches, 
and C4 is alto do

Control the length of the sound, and change
beat from “one-eighth” to “Double”.

Have a try 4-2

Make the robot enter the online programming mode, then write 
the following program, and modify the note and beat 
parameters, to deepen the understanding of the block:
1. Modify the parameters in the note box and run the program, 
try to play do, re, mi, fa, so, la, si of different scales, then feel the 
note change.
2. Modify the values in the beat box and run the program, try to 
play different beats of the same note, and feel the length of the 
vocalization.

This chapter will introduce how to use the buzzer module to make the 
robot sing songs, including:

The buzzer module is located at the position shown in Figure 4-1 of the 
WeeeBot mini mainboard. It makes sounds by vibrating as well. We can control 
the buzzer module by controlling the vibration frequency to make different 
tones. In the “Robot” category, we can find the blocks of the buzzer module, as 
shown in Figure 4-2.How sound is produced

Blocks of buzzer module
How to control the buzzer module to play music

Each musical instrument needs to be played in a certain way. For a guitar, 
we need pizz; for a piano, we need to press the key; for a flute, we need to toot. 
If we put our hands on the guitar strings that are sounding, we can feel the 
strings vibrating; when the strings are not vibrating, the sound will stop; the 
same holds true for the piano, when we press the keys and release them, and 
then put our hands slightly on them, we can feel the vibration of the keys. These 
show that sound is generated by the vibration of an object.

Have a try 4-1
Put your hand on your throat, talk in a low voice and then in a 
loud voice, observe and describe what your hand feels. Then 
compare these feelings to deepen the understanding of how 
sound is produced.

How sound is produced

Buzzer Module
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Play music

Figure 4-3

Figure 4-4

In this chapter, we are going to learn how to use a buzzer module to “play” 
a musical instrument, to learn how to play the song “Twinkle Twinkle Little 
Star”. Now, we will complete this project in following three steps.

Note: 
the number of beats here is not the same as the number of beats in the 

block. We need to define the number of beats in the block in the music based 
on the actual performance. For example, when playing a cheerful song like 

“Twinkle Twinkle Little Star”, we often use a quarter beat in the block to 
represent a beat in the music.

According to the analysis of the numbered musical notation in Step 1, we 
can program the first four sections of the song, as shown in Figure 4-4. We can 
run the program and then judge whether the program is written correctly 
through the performance result of the song.

Step 2: write programs for the first four sections of the song

Little Star 
1=C 4

4⸺

1 1 5 5  6 6 5 -  4 4 3 3  2 2 1 -  5 5 4 4  3 3 2 -  

5 5 4 4  3 3 2 -  1 1 5 5  6 6 5 -  4 4 3 3  2 2 1 -  
Twinkle twinkle ,little star,

Like a diamond in the sky.

How I wonder what you are,

Twinkle twinkle,little star, How I wonder what you are.

Up above the world so high,

①

②

Let's first take a look at the numbered musical notation of the song “Twinkle 
Twinkle Little Star”, as shown in Figure 4-3.

Step 1: analyze numbered musical notation

①The time signature of the song is 4/4, each measure has 4 beat, 
and 1 beat is 1 quarter note.
②These notes represent middle note, and are indicated by 4 in the 
block; notes with a dot above it, such as 3, represent high note, 
and are indicated by 5 in the block; and notes with a dot below it, 
such as 3, represent low note, and are indicated by 3 in the block.
        Such notes also represent ordinary notes, accounting for 1 
beat; underlined notes, such as 3, indicate a half-beat; notes with 
a dot which indicates an additional 0.5 beat, such as  3, are 1.5 
beats in total; and notes with a -, such as 3-, indicates 2 beats.
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Chapter V
DC motor

In this chapter, we have learned how sound is produced, how to use the 
blocks of the buzzer module, and how to write programs to play “Twinkle 
Twinkle Little Star”. After learning this chapter, we have been able to use the 
buzzer module to play music skillfully. Play your musical talents and let the 
robot sing songs!

At this point, we have been able to control the buzzer module to play the 
song “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star”. Let's run the program, and enjoy the songs 
that we program!

Figure 4-5

According to the principle when we write the first music program, it is very 
easy to write the second music program, as shown in Figure 4-5. The third 
music program is exactly the same as the first music program. So, copy the first 
program as the third program, then complete the programs of the whole song 
by stacking these three programs.

Step 3: write programs for the whole song

Summary
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In this chapter, we will learn how to use the DC motor to make the robot run, 
including:

Blocks of DC motor
Relationship between the robot movement direction and the rotation 
direction of the DC motors
Control the robot to run in square route

The reason why a car can move is that it has an engine to power it. The 
robot also has DC motors to allow it to move. We named the two DC motors of 
the robot as M1 and M2, as shown in Figure 5-1. We can use DC motor blocks to 
make the DC motors rotate.

In the “Robot” category, we can find the blocks of the DC motor, as shown 
in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3.

Blocks of DC motor

Figure 5-1

M2 M1

DC motor
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Figure 5-2

Control the speed of the motor. The value 
range is -255 to 255. Positive value means 
running clockwise, negative value means 
running counterclockwise. The bigger the
 number, the faster the speed.

Select the motor to control. The default port 
for M1 is Port M1, and that for M2 is Port M2. 
If the wiring position has been changed, 
the parameter shall also be modified 
accordingly.

This block is used to control the operation of the motor.

Note:
we have to face to the motor and judge the motor’s moving direction, as 

shown in Figure 5-4. For example, when the robot is moving forward, the right 
wheel need to run clockwise, and the left wheel needs to run counterclockwise, 
as shown in Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-4

Figure 5-3

Control the speed of the motor. The speed value 
range is -255 to 255. Positive value means the 
direction is the same as the previously selected one,
and negative value means the opposite. The bigger 
the number, the faster the speed.

Four directions can be selected in the drop box:
Forward, Backward, Turn Left and Turn Right.

This block is used to control two motors moving at one code block.



Chapter V

Figure 5-5

Counterclockwise Clockwise

From the performance of the programs, we can summarize the relationship 
between the robot movement direction and the rotation direction of the DC 
motors, as shown in Figure 5-6.

Relationship between the robot movement direction
and the rotation direction of the DC motors

Figure 5-6

Have a try 5-2

Write the following four programs online, to make them be able 
to control the robot to move forward, backward, left and right 
respectively. Run the programs separately and carefully observe 
the rotation direction of the two DC motors when the robot 
moves in each direction (the power switch needs to be turned 
on when running the programs).

We can see from the performance of the program that: even if 
there is no circulating block in the program, the robot can keep 
moving forward. In the control of the DC motors, if the motion 
of the DC motors is not changed, as long as the power supply is 
maintained, the DC motors will always maintain the original 
motion.

Write the following program and run it in an offline mode, then 
observe the running result of the program to deepen the 
understanding of DC motor blocks.

Have a try 5-1

Forward

Move backward

Turn left

Turn right

M1

Clockwise direction

Counterclockwise

Clockwise

Counterclockwise

M2

Counterclockwise direction

Clockwise

Clockwise

Counterclockwise
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Figure 5-8

This chapter is about how to control the robot to run in square route with 
the DC motor. Now, we will complete this project in following three steps.

Make the robot run in square route, and the moving direction should be: 
forward —>left —>forward —>left —>forward —>left —>forward —>left (or in 
reverse direction), as shown in Figure 5-7.

According to the programming ideas, we can see that the robot needs to 
advance a certain distance first. We know that if we do not change the motion of 
the DC motor, it will always maintain the original motion. Therefore, we only 
need to let the robot move forward and change its motion after a period of 
time, and then we can make the robot advance a distance. Write a reference 
program as shown in Figure 5-8

Step 1: analyze programming ideas

Step 2: write a running program

Figure 5-7

Control the robot to run in square route Then the robot needs to turn 90° to the left. Similarly, just make the robot 
make a turn and change its motion after a period of time, then we can make the 
robot turn a certain angle. Write a reference program as shown in Figure 5-9, 
and then write a reference program to make the robot run the entire square 
route as shown in Figure 5-10.

Note:
①We need to modify the time for moving forward and making a turn based 

on actual motion.
②At the end of the program, the motor must be stopped, or otherwise the 

robot will keep its original motion of turning left.

Figure 5-9

Figure 5-10
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Chapter VI
RGB IR Obstacle

Avoidance Sensor

At this point, we have been able to control the DC motor skillfully. Please 
try several running routes and let the robots run joyfully!

Looking closely at the square route the robot runs, we can see that as long 
as the DC motor is controlled to make four forward and left turns by 90°, the 
robot can run in square route. Modify the program as shown in Figure 5-11. Run 
the modified program, and adjust the parameters of the “wait...secs” block in 
the program according to the actual running effects of the robot, thus making 
the robot run in square route.

Step 3: optimize the running program

In this chapter, we have how to control blocks with the DC motor, 
understand the relationship between the robot movement direction and the 
rotation direction of the DC motors, and control the robot to run in square 
route. After learning this chapter, we have been able to skillfully use the DC 
motor to control the robot to run. Play your innovation and let the robot run!

Figure 5-11

Summary
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In the “Robot” category, we can find the blocks of the RGB IR Obstacle 
Avoidance Sensor, as shown in Figure 6-3. The blocks can detect whether there 
is any obstacle in front of the RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor.

Figure 6-3

Blocks of the RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor

This chapter will introduce how to use the RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance 
Sensor to make the robot avoid obstacles, including:

The RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor located at the position shown in 
Figure 6-1 of the WeeeBot mini robot. It consists of an IR transmitter and an IR 
receiver, which are located in the two “eyes” of the robot. The IR transmitter is 
used to transmit infrared rays by using the property that an object can reflect 
infrared rays. Within a certain range, if there are no obstacles, the transmitted 
infrared rays gradually weaken as the distance traveled, and finally disappear; if 
there are obstacles, the infrared rays will encounter the obstacles and be 
reflected to the IR receiver, as shown in Figure 6-2. Therefore, the module can 
detect whether there is any obstacle in the way.

Detection principle of the RGB IR 
Obstacle Avoidance Sensor

Detection principle of the RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor
Blocks of the RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor
Learn the case structure of coding

Figure 6-1

Figure 6-2

RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor

Select the port of RGB IR Obstacle 
Avoidance Sensor, and the default port 
is Port B. If the wiring position has been 
changed, the port shall also be modified 
accordingly.

RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor
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Select sprite “M-Elephant”. Write and run the following 
program online. So, the sprite can tell whether there is any 
obstacle in front of the RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor when 
any obstacle (a hand or other objects) is blocking the way.

The block is in category “Looks”, and the content 
in the box can be modified.

Have a try 6-1



After grasping the case structure, we try to write programs by using the 
case structure. First, we shall judge the detection results of the RGB IR Obstacle 
Avoidance Sensor. The program is shown in Figure 6-7.

Step 3: write programs to make an obstacle-avoiding robot

The case structure is represented in the software by the block shown in 
Figure 6-6. The block is located in the “Control” category.Make an obstacle-avoiding robot

In this chapter, we will complete a programming project for an 
obstacle-avoiding robot. The project is inspired by the auto driving of cars in 
our life. The robot can move forward while continuously detecting whether 
there is any obstacle in the way. If there is any obstacle, it will automatically 
turn and avoid. Now, we will complete this project in the following three steps.

Working principle of the obstacle-avoiding robot: when moving forward, 
the robot continuously uses the RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor to detect 
whether there is any obstacle in the way. If yes, the robot is allowed to move 
forward; and if no, the robot needs to make a turn. The programming ideas are 
shown in Fig. 6-4.

     The case structure indicates that the processing steps of the program 
have branches, and it needs to select one of the branches to execute according 
to a specific condition. Let’s learn case structure through a sample in life. As 
shown in Figure 6-5, decide if you need to go school by telling today is weekday 
or weekend.

Figure 6-5

Step 1: analyze programming ideas

Step 2: learn the case structure of coding

图6-4

Whether there is any obstacle Movement of the robot

Forward

Turn

No

No

  

 

Use the case structure to determine the size of 1 and 2, to 
deepen the understanding of the case structure.

Have a try 6-2
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Today is a 
weekday?

Yes

No

Need to go to school Don’t need to go to school

Chapter VI

Figure 6-6

Judge whether the condition in the decision 
box is true or not. If it is true, then run the 
program in Part ①, and if not, run the 
program in Part ②.

①

②



Chapter VII
Line-following Module

In this chapter, we have learned the detection principle of the RGB IR 
Obstacle Avoidance Sensor, how to use the blocks of the RGB IR Obstacle 
Avoidance Sensor, and make an obstacle-avoiding robot. After learning this 
chapter, we have been able to  use the RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor to 
detect obstacles skillfully. We can also use the RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance 
Sensor to detect obstacles and display alarm signals through RGB modules. 
Play your imagination to make our robots smarter!

At this point, the programming project for an obstacle-avoiding robot has 
been completed. Upload the program to the robot, and then let the robot avoid 
obstacles intelligently!

Then, we add corresponding robot actions to the trigger condition of the 
case structure. The program is shown in Figure 6-8.

Figure 6-7

Figure 6-8

Summary
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Working principle of the line-following module
Blocks of the line-following module
Make a line-following robot

Figure 7-1

This chapter will introduce how to use the line-following module to make 
the robot run along lines, including:

 The line-following module is essentially an RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance 
Sensor. Like the RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor, it consists of an IR trans-
mitter and an IR receiver, the IR transmitter is used to transmit infrared rays, 
and the IR receiver is used to receive the transmitted infrared rays.

The RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor is based on the property that the 
infrared rays can be reflected, while the line-following module is based on the 
property that different colors have different infrared absorption. The black 
color can absorb infrared rays in a large amount, and if the reflective surface is 
black, the received infrared rays will be less; if the reflective surface is white, 
there will be more infrared rays received, as shown in Figure 7-1. According to 
this nature, we mostly make the robot to run along black line maps with the 
line-following module.

Working principle of the line-following module

Make a line-following robot

In the “Robot” category, we can find the blocks of the line-following 
module, as shown in Figure 7-2.

This chapter is about complete a programming project for a line-following 
robot. The project is inspired by the driving of trains. The train can run along 
the track and the line-following robot can also run along black lines (with black 
electrical tape instead). Now, we will complete this project in following three 
steps.

Blocks of the line-following module

Select sprite “M-Elephant”. Write and run the following program 
online. Observe the changes in the value of the line-following 
module at different reflective surfaces.

Have a try 7-1

Line-following Module
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You can select the port of the line-following module, 
and the default port is Port A. If the wiring position 
has been changed, the port shall also be modified 
accordingly.

Figure 7-2

Used to detect the amount of infrared rays received 
by the line-following module after it transmits such 
infrared rays. The greater the amount received, the 
larger the value obtained, i.e., the value on the white 
line is greater than the value on the black line.



Step 1: analyze programming ideas

       The working principle of the line-following robot: to allow the robot to 
run along the black line, we need to make the robot continuously use the 
line-following module to detect the positional relationship between the robot 
and the black line during moving. If the robot deviates from the black line while 
moving forward, we need to make the robot turn back to the black line.

Observing the patrol map carefully, we found that if we want the robot to 
run clockwise along the map, we only need to make the robot deflect to the 
right each time it deviates from the black line, as shown in Figure 7-3.

If we want the robot to run counterclockwise along the map, we only need 
to make the robot deflect to the left each time it deviates from the black line, as 
shown in Figure 7-4. In this chapter, we write a program to make a robot move 
clockwise along the map.

Figure 7-3

Figure 7-4

Step 2: master the usage of the “Variable” block

In the previous practice, we know that the value of the line-following 
module is constantly changing. Therefore, we can use the “Variable” block to 
represent a changing number. A “Variable” is like a box, which can only store a 
value, and this value is variable, as shown in Figure 7-5.

If there is a value in the box, when we store another value in the box, the 
original value will be replaced, as shown in Figure 7-6.

Figure 7-5

Value of variable 

Name of variable

100

a

Figure 7-5

100200

a

100200

a

In the “Data & Blocks” category, we can see the option “make a Variable”. 
Click this option to name the variable, as shown in Figure 7-7. After naming the 

“Variable” (you can name it yourself ), we can see that there are five blocks in 
the block palette, as shown in Figure 7-8.

 Figure 7-7

 Figure 7-8
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This is the name of the variable. The check box on 
its left side can show or hide the value of the variable.

Set the value of the variable.

Change the value of the variable 
(either positive or negative values can be filled).

Show/Hide the variable when the program is running.



In this chapter, we have learned the working principle of the line-following 
module, how to use the blocks of the line-following module, and make a 
line-following robot. After learning this chapter, we have been able to skillfully 
use the line-following module to make the robot run along lines. Play your 
design talents and let the robot run along the route you designed!

Step 3: write programs to make a line-following robot

ccording to the programming ideas, we first store the value detected by the 
line-following module in Variable a, and judge the value of the Variable a. 
Under normal circumstances, when the line-following module is located on the 
white reflective surface, the value is greater than 500. When it is located on the 
black reflective surface, the value is less than 500. Therefore, we compare the 
Variable a with the value 500 to determine the reflective surface where the 
line-following module is located, as shown in Figure 7-9.

If the robot is on a black reflective surface, the robot will move forward, 
otherwise it will turn right. The modified program is shown in Figure 7-10.

        At this point, the programming project for a line-following robot has 
been completed. Upload the program to the “Control” category, then take out 
the line-following map and let the robot run along the line-following map!

Figure 7-9

Figure 7-10

Have a try 7-2

Write and run the following program. Tick the “Variable” check 
box, and then we can see that the value of the “Variable” 
increases by 1 every 1s on the stage.
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Chapter VIII
IR remote control

This chapter will introduce how to use the IR module, and how to use the 
IR remote control to control the robot movement remotely, including:

Principle of the IR remote control

IR remote control consists of an IR transmitter module and an IR receiver 
module. The IR transmitter module, i.e. remote controllers, is mainly used to 
transmit infrared signals, as shown in Figure 8-1. The IR receiver module, 
mainly used to receive infrared signals, is located at the position shown in 
Figure 8-2 of the mainboard. Because the infrared signals transmitted by 
different buttons of the remote controller are different, the IR receiver module 
can determine which button is pressed according to the received infrared 
signals, thereby achieving remote control, as shown in Figure 8-3.

Principle of the IR remote control
Blocks of the IR remote control
Make a remote control robot

IR receiver module

Figure 8-2

Figure 8-1

IR remote control
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Blocks of the IR remote control

在 In the “Robot” category, we can find the blocks of the IR remote control, 
as shown in Figure 8-4.

Note: 
The infrared signals of the IR remote control are different from those of the 

RGB IR Obstacle Avoidance Sensor. The IR remote control uses the processed 
infrared signals that can be used to transfer information; the RGB IR Obstacle 
Avoidance Sensor uses ordinary infrared rays that cannot be used to transfer 
information.

Figure 8-4

Figure 8-3

IR receiver module

ok Make a remote control robot

Step 1: analyze programming ideas

This chapter is about complete a programming project for a remote control 
robot, which can control the robot's movement through the remote control. 
Now, we will complete this project by following two steps.

The working principle of the remote control robot: to remotely control the 
robot through the IR remote control, the robot must judge different infrared 
signals when different buttons of the remote controller are pressed, and then 
select the corresponding movement direction according to the pressed keys, as 
shown in Figure 8-5.

Step 2: write programs to make a remote control robot

According to the programming ideas, we need to select a corresponding 
branch according to the received infrared signals each time. First, we shall 
judge the four conditions that are needed to trigger the robot movement, and 
nest the case structure in sequence. The program is shown in Figure 8-6.

 Figure 8-5

Pressed button on the remote controller

↑ 

↓ 

← 

→ 

Movement of the robot

Keep still

Forward

Backward

Turn left

Turn rightHave a try 8-1

Select sprite “M-Elephant”. Write and run the following program 
online. Then, we can use the “→” button on the remote 
controller to control the sprite to move to the right.
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→

→

No button is pressed, or buttons other 
than the arrow buttons are pressed

Chapter VIII

Check if the button on the remote controller 
has been pressed. If we want to respond to 
the “    ” button, then this option shall be 
modified to “     ”.



Chapter IX
Light Module and Sound Module

In this chapter, we have learned the principle of the IR remote control, how 
to use the blocks of the IR remote control, and make a remote control robot. 
After learning this chapter, we have been able to  use the IR remote control to 
control robots skillfully. We can use the remote controller to control the light 
color of the RGB module of the robot, as well as the sound of the buzzer module 
of the robot. Let's use the IR remote controller to give orders to our robots!

Then, we add the corresponding trigger action for each button to the 
program in Figure 8-6. The program is shown in Figure 8-7.

At this point, the programming project for a remote control robot has been 
completed. Upload the program to the “Control” category and run it in offline 
mode. Use the remote controller to control the robot to move in all directions, 
and then our own first remote control robot is completed!

 Figure 8-6  Figure 8-7

Summary
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Chapter IX

Working principle of the light module

 Figure 9-2

Light Light projector

This chapter will introduce how to use the light module and sound module, 
and how to combine these two modules to make a smart light, including:

 The light module is located at the position shown in Figure 9-1 of the 
WeeeBot mini mainboard. It is composed of a light projector and a light 
receiver. The light project can focus the light in the environment and transmit 
the focused light to the light receiver, and then the sensor of the light receiver 
can determine the strength of the received light, like our eyes, as shown in 
Figure 9-2.

The sound module is located at the position shown in Figure 9-3 of the 
WeeeBot mini mainboard. It is actually a microphone that is sensitive to sound. 
The sound makes the film in the microphone vibrate. Then the module senses 
the volume in the environment through the vibration of the film, like our ears, 
as shown in Figure 9-4.

In the “Robot” category, we can find the blocks of the light module, as 
shown in Figure 9-5.

Working principle of the light module
Working principle of the sound module
Blocks of the light module
Blocks of the sound module
 Make a smart light

Figure 9-3

Figure 9-4

 Figure 9-5

Working principle of the sound module

Blocks of the light module

Figure 9-1

Light module

Sound module

 Light Module and Sound Module
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Get light values of the environment 
where the robot is located.



Make a smart light

Blocks of the sound module

Step 1: analyze programming ideas

In the “Robot” category, we can find the blocks of the sound 
module, as shown in Figure 9-6.

This chapter is about complete a programming project for a smart light. 
The project is inspired by the intelligent switch of the corridor light in life. It 
can automatically turn on and off the light according to the intensity of light 
and the loudness of the sound in the environment. Now, we will complete 
this project in following two steps.

The working principles of the intelligent corridor light: the intelligent 
corridor light is equipped with a sound module and a light module. During 
the day, the corridor light turns off due to the strong daylight. At night, the 
corridor light turns off due to the weak light and when the sound module 
detects a loud sound, that is, someone is passing through, as shown in Figure 
9-7.

Figure 9-6

 图9-7

Turn off

Turn off

Turn off

Turn on

Sound

Low

Loud

Low

Loud

Light

Strong

Strong

Weak

Weak

Status of 
the light

Get sound values directly of the environment 
where the robot is located.

Select sprite “M-Elephant”. Write and run the following 
program online. Then, the sprite can say the sound value in 
the current environment.

Have a try 9-2

Select sprite “M-Elephant”. Write and run the following 
program online. Then, the sprite can say the light value in the 
current environment.   

Have a try 9-1
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In this chapter, we have learned the working principle of the light module 
and sound module, how to use the blocks of the light module and sound 
module, and how to make a smart light. After learning this chapter, we have 
been able to skillfully use the light module and sound module to detect the 
light intensity and the sound loudness in the environment. We can use the light 
module to make a “solar” robot ‒ when the light is strong enough, the robot 
can move. We can also use the sound module to make a voice-activated robot ‒ 
control the length of the robot's movement distance by the loudness of the 
sound. Familiarize yourself with the use of light module and sound module, to 
make your robot has the ability to sense the environment!

Step 2: write programs for the smart light

From Figure 9-7 we can see that the light intensity, followed by the 
loudness of the sound, is the first condition to determine whether the light is on 
or off. Therefore, we know that the judgment of the light value should be given 
priority over the judgment of the sound value. First, we shall judge the 
conditions that trigger the light to turn on and off. The program is shown in 
Figure 9-8. Then, we shall nest the conditions according to their priority. The 
program is shown in Figure 9-9.

Last, we add corresponding trigger actions to the program in Figure 9-9. 
When the conditions in the environment satisfy both weak light and loud sound, 
the light turns on and then turns off after a while; in all other cases, the light is 
off. The program is shown in Figure 9-10.

Judge the light value of the environment where the robot is located.If the light value in the day is 
150 and that at night is 10,then the value range judged by the light module can be set as 20-100.If 
the sound value in a nomal environment is 300 and the sound value when someone claps,then the 
value range judged by the sound module can be set as 300-600.

 At this point, the programming project for a smart light has been 
completed. Put the robot around you and turn off the lights during the day. 
When lighting is needed at night, clap your hands and the lights will turn on 
automatically. This is both environmentally friendly and smart!

Figure 9-8

Figure 9-9

Figure 9-10

Summary
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The RGB LED light will be white 
light when all the values are 255, 
and it will turn off when all the 
values are 0.



Chapter X
LED Matrix Panel Module

Figure 10-1

 Figure 10-2

LED matrix panel module

This chapter will introduce how to use the LED matrix panel module and 
create a LED rolling display animation, including:

The LED matrix panel module is located at the position shown in Figure 
10-1 of the WeeeBot mini robot. It actually consists of many tiny LED bulbs. 
After carefully observing the LED matrix panel module, we can see that it 
consists of 5 rows and 14 columns of LED bulbs, as shown in Figure 10-2. By 
turning the LED bulbs on the LED matrix panel module on/off, we can make the 
LED matrix panel show information.

Working principle of the LED matrix panel module
Blocks of the LED matrix panel module
Make an LED rolling display

Working principle of the LED matrix panel module

LED Matrix Panel Module
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In the “Robot” category, we can find the blocks of the LED matrix panel 
module, as shown in Figure 10-3 to Figure 10-10.

 Figure 10-3

 Figure 10-4

Figure 10-5

Blocks of the LED matrix panel module

x

This block is used to turn on or hide the LED light at a certain position on the LED 
matrix panel module. If the LED matrix panel module is seen as a coordinate system (as 
shown in Figure 10-8), then each LED light has a definite position in such coordinate 
system. For example, the coordinates of the LED light at the upper left corner and the 
one at the upper right corner are respectively (0, 0) and (13, 4). If you want to turn on 
any LED light, you only need to enter the coordinates of such LED light into the 
corresponding parameter field in this block.

Figure 10-7

 Figure 10-8y

(x:0,y:0)

Figure 10-9

This block is used to turn off all LED lights on 
the LED matrix panel module.

(x:13,y:4)

Figure 10-6
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The value range is -99 to 999.

This block is used to display values. Here select 5x14 for
WeeeBot mini.

The default port is Port C. If the wiring 
position has been changed, the port shall 
also be modified accordingly.

The values of x and y indicate the coordinates of the 
string to be displayed. If the value of x increases, the 
string moves to the right, or otherwise it moves to the
 left; if the value of y increases, the string moves 
downward, and vice versa.

This block is used to display strings.
Modify the strings to be displayed.
 When space is not enough in 
the LED matrix panel module, the 
strings cannot be displayed completely. 
This block cannot display Chinese strings.

Click the “show pixel” box, and the 
interface as shown in Figure 10 - 6 
will appear. In this interface, you 
can directly select the LED to be lit 
in the image box.

Draw an image. Pay attention to the size of pixel box, use the small
one for WeeeBot mini.

The value of x and y determines 
the position of the image to be drawn. 
The working principle is the same as above. 
When the value of x increases, the image moves 
to the right. When the value of y increases, the 
image moves downward.

Clear all Light all

Preset drawing



Figure 10-11

Step 1: analyze programming ideas

This chapter is about complete a programming project for a LED rolling 
display. The LED bulbs of the LED matrix panel module start to light from the 
upper left corner to the right. When the first row of the LED bulbs are all lit, the 
next row of LED bulbs will light from left to right. These steps will be repeated 
until the LED bulbs of the entire LED matrix panel module are lit. Now, we will 
complete this project in following three steps.

To make the LED matrix panel module light only one LED bulb at a time, we 
can only use the block shown in Figure 10-11. We know that the value of x and y 
of the block can control the lighting position of the LED bulb. When the value of 
x continues to increase, the lighting position of the LED matrix panel module 
can be continuously moved to the right. When the value of y is 0 and the value 
of x is increased to 13, the first row of the rightmost bulb of the LED matrix 
panel module has been lit, as shown in Figure 10-12. At this point, we need to 
light the first bulb of the next row, that is, we need to set the value of x to 0 and 
increase the value of y by 1. When the bulb at x: 13, y: 4 is lit, that is, the bulb in 
the lower right corner of the LED matrix panel module is lit, the entire LED 
matrix panel module is lit at this time (as shown in Figure 10-13), and then the 
program needs to jump out of the loop.

Make an LED rolling display

Write and run the following program online, then the LED 
matrix panel module will show the value “100”.

Have a try 10-1

Write and run the following program online, then the LED matrix 
panel module will show the string “HI”.

Have a try 10-2

Change the value of x in the above program from 0 
to 1. Run the program and we can see that the 
string moves to the right. Change the value of y 
from 0 to 1. Run the program and we can see the 
string moves downward.

Have a try 10-3

Write and run the following program online, then the LED 
matrix panel module will show a smiling face

Have a try 10-4

Write and run the following program online. The LED bulb at the 
first row and the first column of the LED matrix panel module 
flashes at an interval of 1 second.

Have a try 10-5
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Figure 10-15

Step 3: make an LED rolling display animation

First, create x and y variables to store the coordinate position of bulbs, and 
write a loop program to light the first row of the LED matrix panel module, as 
shown in Figure 10-15.

After the bulb at “x: 12, y: 0” is lit, the 
value of x increase by 1 to 13. As 13>13 
is not true, continue to run the 
program.
After the bulb at “x: 13, y: 0” is lit, the 
value of x increase by 1 to 14. As 14>13 
is true, get out of the loop.

After the bulb at “x: 13, y: 3” is lit, the 
value of y increase by 1 to 4. As 4 > 4 is not 
true, continue to run the program. Then, 
the value of y will increase by 1 and the 
value of x will be set to 0 to light the bulbs 
in the next row.
After the bulb at “x: 13, y: 4” is lit, the 
value of y increase by 1 to 5. As 5 > 4 is 
true, then get out of the loop and stop the 
program.

After the bulbs in the first row are lit, the bulbs in the second row need to 
be lit. Then, the y value needs to be increased and the x value needs to be set 
to 0. The modified program is shown in Figure 10-16.

Figure 10-16

 Figure 10-14

According to the programming ideas, the value of x of the code block for 
the LED matrix panel module needs to increase from 0 to 13. After reaching13, 
the value needs to be reset to zero. This is a small loop that needs to judge the 
value of x. To represent the small loop with judgment, we can use the block 

“repeat until…”, which is located in the “Control” category, as shown in Figure 
10-14.

Figure 10-12  Figure 10-13

Step 2: master the usage of the block “repeat until…”

Select the sprite “M-Elephant”. Write and run the following 
program online. When the sprite reaches the right edge of stage, 
it will stop moving.

Have a try 10-6
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The block is another type of the loop structure
Its role is to repeat the execution of the blocks 
in part ①, until the condition in the decision 
box is true.①



In this chapter, we have learned the working principle of the LED matrix 
panel module, and learned how to use the blocks of the LED matrix panel 
module, and how to make a LED rolling display. After learning this chapter, we 
have been able to skillfully use the LED matrix panel module to display 
information. You can draw a facial expression to let the robot convey your 
feelings, as well as use the IR remote control to make a snake game. Play your 
innovation with the LED matrix panel module! 

At this point, the programming project for a LEDROLLING DISPLAY has been 
completed. Run the program, so that the LED bulbs of the LED matrix panel 
module will be turned on from left to right and from top to bottom one by one, 
to form a cool LED rolling display animation.

Summary
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